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WROUGHT IRON BRIDGE DESIGNS. 
By WM. O. DOUGLAS, Binghamton, N.Y. 
SOME time since. a writer commenting upon the causes of 
the failure of the bridge at Ashtabula, demanded that an 
iron bridge should be constructed in such a manner that the 
strength of the structure should not wholly depend upon the 
stren�th of any single member of the bridge. which is the 
case III all of the trusted forms of trusses for iron bridges. 
THe form known as the Pratt Truss is perhaps the most ac­
cepted for economy and strength for iron bridges, but its 
strength is dependent upon anyone of several of its memo 
bers. viz: Upon the suspension bars in the first panel, or 
upon first verticle, or top or bottom chords; if anyone of 
these members rupture the structure will go down. 
chords of this double truss. It is also true that the strains I The floor suspension rods have no duty to perfOlm beyond 
increase in a similar manner from center to ends on the, transmitting the roadway load to the sustallling members, 
chords of the elliptical truss or the arch and cable, so that I and are only strained one panel load. 
the aggregate chord strains of each panel gwoughout the This bridge, while being loaded to its maximum capacity, 
compound truss are nearly equivalent. .�- . . will raIse up along the floor line from first verticle to center 
The verticles are hollow wrought tubes. They are placed load and all, which is equivalent to deflection in other forms 
between and rest upon the chords. Their inside diameter at of bridges when under heavy strain. 
ends being reduced by a fillet to the size of the tie rod The verticles rest in iron seats between the chords, but are 
which passes through the verticles and the chords with a not fastened to the chords. Through the verticle, chord, 
thread and nut adjustment at top and bottom of the truss. and seat passes the floor suspender which preserves the com. 
Tue aggregate strain upon the verticle, like those upon pressive verticle in position; so from unequal loading the 
the chords, are nearly equivalent throughout the truss. strain cannot alternate from tension to compression in this 
For ordinary highway work the chords may be of a form as tie-strut. 
coming direct from the rolls of the mill. The two cornpres- In calculating the strains upon the chords of this elliptical 
sive chord members composed of channel or I bars and the truss, it is only necessary to assign one half of the load 
two lower chord members of flat iron. There is economy to the arch, and the other half to the cable, remembering 
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DESIGN FOR AN ELLIPTICAL TRUSS BRIDGE. 
In the compound truss, above illu£trated, we have the 
Pratt girder; also t:le arch and the suspension prinCiples 
united to form an elliptical girder. 
This compound truss may be so adjusted that the elliptical 
or the Pratt girder will do all of the work, while the other 
is at rest or without strain. Likewise it may be so adjusted 
that the elliptical or the Pratt Truss will be strained equally 
under a given load upon the bridge. In case of rupture in 
one truss of the compound girders, the other truss of that 
girder is sufficient to pass the moving load. Consequently, 
the strength of the structure is not dependent upon any sin­
gle member of the truss. 
It is quite understood that the strains increase in regular 
ratio from end to center as applied to the top and bottom 
here over those forms having but one compressive chord 
member which require the makin� of a box chord drilled, 
fitted. and riveted, to secure suffiCIent cross-section for com. 
pressive chord members. 
In a bridge as above illustrated, in Fig. 2, we have the 
arch and suspension principles united, forming an elliptical 
truss. The thrust of the arch equipoises and is equipoised 
by the pull of the cable. 
The roadway is suspended to the two chords so that 
the arch carries one half of the load and the cable the other, 
under which circumstances the thrust and pull at top of end 
posts will be equal. 
The end posts have only to support the dead load of the 
bridge. 
that practically the verzine of the arch is the depth of the 
truss. 
Criticisms of the general principles of this elliptical truss, 
positive and comparative, are respectfully invited from en­
gineers over their signatures. 
STEEL WIRE HAWSERs.-The iron-clad frigate Alexandra 
has a steel wire hawser in lieu of a hemp hawser; it is 150 
fathoms long and weighs it tons, and occupies, when 
coiled, a space 4 ft. 6 in. b14 ft. 6 in. A hemp hawser of 
the same strength would nave to be 19 in., and of double 
the weight of the steel, and would occupy six times the 
space. 
DESIGN FOR A OOMPOUND TRUSS IRON BRIDGE. 
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